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Abstract. Despite prolific success, kernel methods become difficult to
use in many large scale unsupervised problems because of the evaluation
and storage of the full Gram matrix. Here we overcome this difficulty by
proposing a novel approach: compute the optimal small, out-of-sample
Nyström sketch which allows for fast approximation of the Gram matrix
via the Nyström method. We demonstrate and compare several methods
for computing the optimal Nyström sketch and show how this approach
outperforms previous state-of-the-art Nyström coreset methods of similar
size. We further demonstrate how this method can be used in an online
setting and explore a simple extension to make the method robust to
outliers in the training data.
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1

Introduction

Kernel-based learning methods have gained popularity in the last few decades
due to their simplicity and powerful capability. Specifically, for unsupervised
problems kernel PCA [18], spectral clustering [12], and many other methods have
been used successfully on a variety of problems, see, e.g., [25, 22, 19]. However,
like other non-parametric learning models, their application to large data sets
can be limited by the need to retain all the training data.
One of the most successful approximation techniques, generally referred to as
the Nyström approximation, was introduced in [26] and further analyzed in [5]
where a small subset of the data, which we will call a Nyström coreset, is used to
approximate the full Gram matrix. The primary difficulty with Nyström approximation in an unsupervised setting is to select the right coreset to populate the
dictionary—if the coreset is too large unneeded computational cost is incurred
and if the coreset doesn’t contain a representative set then too much error is
incurred. While there has been significant work in the area of coreset selection
(see, e.g., [3, 1, 2, 13, 20, 24, 21]), these methods all select a subset of the training
data for use in the Nyström approximation. This is counterintuitive because it
is well known [14, 7] that the optimal basis on which to project data in an unsupervised setting are the PCA basis vectors, which for clarity we will refer to
as a sketch instead of a coreset because the summary basis are a derivation (via
SVD) rather than a subset fo the input data. We will show that, for very small
element sizes, a Nyström sketch obtained by solving a particular optimization

problem (similar to the kPCA optimization problem) are better able to describe
the data (have smaller projection error) than a Nyström coreset of similar size.
In applications, one frequently needs to project a dataset onto the coreset, which
is a computationally intensive task, and a smaller coreset/sketch (with similar
projection error) reduces these computational costs.
More recently, there has been significant effort to develop techniques that
make use of random projections to estimate the lifting function directly [15, 16,
9, 11]. These methods can be thought of as a type of random sketch for kernel
approximation, where instead of storing a coreset of the data from the input set,
a set of random directions are retained for computing the nonlinear lifting. While
theoretically interesting and demonstrably useful, there has also been work exhibiting significant advantages of the Nyström coreset approach [29], leading to
the conclusion that, with regards to projection error, sampling from the dataset
itself will always yield specific advantages to random projections. Here we demonstrate that with the same size dictionary, the proposed Nyström sketch obtains
superior results than a random projection based kernel approximation.
In this paper, we propose a novel approach to kernel approximation that uses
a Nyström sketch, similar to a PCA basis, instead of a Nyström coreset [5] or a
random projection approximation [15, 9]. By formulating this Nyström sketch as
an optimization problem, we also incorporate well known optimality ideas from
the immensely successful PCA basis selection.

2

Background

While Nyström approximation of the Gram matrix is generally useful in both
supervised and unsupervised settings, in order to focus the discussion we will
primarily be investigating how different methods compare in estimating the kernel PCA (kPCA), and our primary measure of accuracy will be projection error
resulting from the different approximations to kPCA.
2.1

Nyström coreset and sketch

Because there is some ambiguity around the terms matrix coreset and matrix
sketch and to clarify discussion within this paper, we now introduce a more
strict definition on coreset and sketch with respect to a given data matrix X ∈
Rd×n , X = [x1 , . . . , xn ] for the purposes of Nyström approximation.
Definition 1. A Nyström coreset is a subset matrix R ∈ Rd×m , R = [r1 , . . . , rm ]
where each of the columns ri has a corresponding column in the input dataset,
ri = xj , so that R = XQ, where Q ∈ Rn×m is a column sampling matrix chosen
for use in a Nyström approximation.
Definition 2. A Nyström sketch is a matrix S ∈ Rd×c , S = [s1 , . . . , sc ] where
each of the columns is derived from the input dataset for purposes of Nyström
approximation, but the columns do not necessarily need to come from X–in this
sense the columns are “out of sample”.

A Nyström sketch is a more general matrix, and so while a sketch could
be a coreset (if the derived columns happened to correspond to columns in the
dataset), a coreset is not necessarily a sketch.
2.2

PCA and kPCA

Linear PCA can be computed via a truncated SVD of X = U ΣV T at cost O(n3 ),
or the top p components can be computed using the Lanczos method (similar
to power iteration) at cost O(npz) where z is the number of matrix multiplies
required to compute one eigenvector, and depends on the singular value gap.
For computational efficiency the eigendecomposition is typically performed on
the outer product or covariance matrix, XX T U = U Σ 2 when d  n, or on
the inner product or Gram matrix, X T XV = V Σ 2 situations where d  n.
In either case, a subspace of dimension p is selected based on the eigenvalues,
by selecting the subspace spanned by the p eigenvectors corresponding to the
largest p eigenvalues. KPCA is a non-linear extension of PCA, where the data
elements are lifted in a higher dimensional feature space H using a non-linear
lifting function φ : Rd → H prior to PCA, resulting in a data matrix in H,
Φ := φ(X) = [φ(x1 ), . . . , φ(xn )], and corresponding decomposition Φ = U ΣV T .
The idea is that PCA in H will reveal nonlinear relationships in the lower dimensional input space Rd . Because the dimension of H is potentially infinite, we compute the right singular vectors spanning Im(ΦT ) using the Gram matrix eigendecomposition, ΦT ΦV = V Σ 2 . We recover the left singular vectors of Φ spanning
Im(Φ): U = ΦV Σ −1 . A projection onto the kPCA subspace can be computed
using the reproducing kernel, yi = φ(xi )T U = φ(xi )T ΦV Σ −1 = k(xi , X)V Σ −1 ,
where the kernel function k(a, b) = φ(a)T φ(b) corresponds to an inner product
in feature space. The lifting function φ(·) and corresponding reproducing kernel
k(·, ·) are typically chosen so that computing k(a, b) is more efficient than the
explicit expansion and evaluation of the inner product in H.
2.3

kPCA projection error and Nyström approximation

p
For a collection of data points {xi }ni=1 , the mean projection error, Ekpca
, for
projection onto a p-dimensional PCA subspace is the mean of the lengths of the
orthogonal projections,
n

p
Ekpca
=

1
1X
k(I − Vp VpT )φ(xi )k2 = k(I − Vp VpT )Φk2F .
n i=1
n

(1)

Here k · kF denotes the Frobenius norm. The error can be computed using a
kernel trick,
n

p
Ekpca
=

1X
k(I − Vp VpT )φ(xi )k2
n i=1
n

=

1X
k(xi , xi ) − k(X, xi )T k(X, X)−1
p k(X, xi ),
n i=1

(2)

where k(X, X)p is the best rank-p approximation of the matrix k(X, X).
Consider a Nyström coreset specified by the matrix R ∈ Rd×m . Let ΦR =
φ(R) have SVD ΦTR = UR ΣR VRT and k(R, R) = ΦTR ΦR ∈ Rm×m be the Gram matrix of the dictionary elements. We define the mean projection error, Ekpca (R),
for projection onto ΦR analogously to (1) and simplify this expression using the
kernel trick from (2),
Ekpca (R) :=

1
k(I − VR VRT )Φk2
n

(3)

n

=

1X
k(xi , xi ) − k(R, xi )T k(R, R)−1 k(R, xi ).
n i=1

This approximation to k(xi , xi ) is known as the Nyström approximation,
which we aim to optimize.

3

General formulation of the Nyström sketch learning
problem

We now consider learning an optimal Nyström sketch with m < n elements
that describes the collection of n data points {xi }ni=1 ⊂ Rd . Consider a sketch
specified by the matrix R ∈ Rd×m with columns given by m sketch elements
d
{rj }m
j=1 ⊂ R .
Definition 3. Nyström sketch learning problem. Compute the Nyström sketch
R? by solving the optimization problem,
min

R∈Rd×m

Ekpca (R),

(4)

where the objective function is defined in (2).
We will show below that the solution to this Nyström sketch learning problem
for a linear kernel is the PCA basis of dimension m. For any nonlinear space the
Nyström sketch learning problem is essentially tracking the preimage of the
kPCA basis as it is computed. We discuss later how this approach differs from
precomputing the kPCA basis and then finding a preimage afterwards, as well
as some empirical evidence showing that the proposed sketch learning method
performs much better in practice.
3.1

Optimal Nyström sketch is the PCA basis for the trivial lifting
function

As an example, we consider the Nyström sketch learning problem (4) for the trivial lifting function, φ(x) = x, with corresponding reproducing kernel k(x, y) =

xT y. In this case, the objective function for the Nyström sketch learning problem
can be written
n

Ekpca (R) =

1X T
x xi − xTi R(RT R)−1 RT xi .
n i=1 i

(5a)

Assume m < d. We observe that minimizing Ekpca over all R ∈ Rd×m is equivalent to maximizing
n
X



xTi R(RT R)−1 RT xi = tr X T R(RT R)−1 RT X

i=1

= hXX T , R(RT R)−1 RT iF .
where h·, ·, iF denote the Frobenius inner product. The quantity R(RT R)−1 RT
is simply the projection onto the image of R. Since the optimal Nyström sketch
clearly has rank m, we can let Ũ ∈ Rd×m have columns which are an orthonormal
basis for the image of R. Thus, R(RT R)−1 RT =PŨ Ũ T . It follows from Von
m
Neumann’s trace inequality that hXX T , Ũ Ũ T iF ≤ i=1 λi (XX T ) with equality
only when span(Ũ ) is the span of the first m left singular vectors of X. Thus the
optimal Nyström sketch is any rank m matrix, R, with image equal to the span
of the first m left singular vectors of X, or the rank-m PCA basis.

4

Optimal Nyström sketch using non-linear least-squares
methods

In this section we show how the Nyström sketch learning problem (4) can be formulated as a nonlinear least squares problem, for which a variety of optimization
algorithms, such as Gauss-Newton or Levenberg-Marquardt, can be applied to
find the optimal Nyström sketch, R [27]. To apply such methods, we will require
the gradient and Hessian of Ekpca (R) with respect to the sketch, R.
We assume that the sketch R and kernel k have been chosen such that k(R, R)
is an invertible matrix. We first compute
∂
k(R, x)T k(R, R)−1 k(R, x) =
∂Rjk


∂
2k(R, x)T k(R, R)−1
k(R, x)
∂Rjk


∂
+ k(R, x)T
k(R, R)−1 k(R, x)
∂Rjk

To compute the second term, we use the identity


∂
∂
k(R, R)−1 = −k(R, R)−1
k(R, R) k(R, R)−1 .
∂Rjk
∂Rjk

Thus we have
∂
k(R, x)T k(R, R)−1 k(R, x) =
∂Rjk


∂
T
−1
2k(R, x) k(R, R)
k(R, x)
∂Rjk


∂
− k(R, x)T k(R, R)−1
k(R, R) k(R, R)−1 k(R, x).
∂Rjk

(6)

Now write the objective
n

Ekpca (R) =

1X
k(I − VR VRT )φ(xi )k2
n i=1
n

1X
1
kri k2 = kRk2 ,
=
n i=1
n
where the i-th residual vector and total residual vector are defined
T
ri = φ(xi ) − VR VRT φ(xi ) and R = r1T · · · rnT .
Using (6), the gradient of Ekpca (R) is computed
n
∂Ekpca
1 X ∂kri k2
=
∂Rjk
n i=1 ∂Rjk



n
∂
1X
2k(R, xi )T k(R, R)−1
k(R, xi )
n i=1
∂Rjk


∂
− k(R, xi )T k(R, R)−1
k(R, R) k(R, R)−1 k(R, xi ).
∂Rjk

=−

In particular, we find that the gradient of Ekpca (R) can be evaluated in terms
of the kernel function.
As an example, we compute the gradient for the linear and a general symmetric stationary kernels below.
4.1

Linear kernel

For the linear kernel, we have k(x, y) = xT y, k(R, x) = RT x, and k(R, R) =
RT R.
∂[RT R]l,m
= Rj,m δk,l + Rj,l δk,m
∂Rj,k
∂[RT x]l
= xj δk,l
∂Rj,k
where δa,b

(
1
=
0

a=b
.
a 6= b

(7)
(8)

Algorithm 1 A least-squares based method for solving the Nyström sketch
learning problem (4).
Input Mercer kernel k(·, ·), input data X, and sketch size m
Output Nyström sketch R ∈ Rd×m
Initialize: Let R be a random subset of X or use, e.g., [13]
Solve (4) using the Levenberg-Marquardt method (or alternative non-linear least
squares method) to find the optimal parameter R.

4.2

Symmetric stationary kernel

For any symmetric stationary kernel of the form k(x, y) = f (kx − yk2 ).
∂[k(R, R)]l,m
= f 0 (kRl − Rm k2 )2 [(Rj,k − Rj,m )δl,k
∂Rj,k
+(Rj,m − Rj,l )δm,k ]
∂[k(R, x)]l
= f 0 (kRl − xk2 )2δl,k [Rj,k − xj ]
∂Rj,k
4.3

Batch algorithms

An algorithm for solving the Nyström sketch problem (4) is given in Algorithm 1.
In this formulation we explicitly take advantage of the least-squares aspect of
the optimal Nyström sketch problem. By using the special structure of a nonlinear least-squares problem we are able to perform better than comparable
gradient descent based methods. In Section 5, we compare the performance of
Algorithm 1 with current state-of-the-art Nyström coreset selection and using
other optimization strategies such as BFGS on both real and simulated data
sets.
A second algorithm for estimating the optimal Nyström sketch is to first
solve for the optimal basis in feature space using kPCA and then compute the
preimage of the basis. Because there often is not a one-to-one mapping between
input space and feature space, the preimage is an estimation problem, however it
seems intuitive that if the optimal basis in feature space is the kPCA basis, then
finding the corresponding preimage of those bases should provide a reasonable
Nyström sketch.
While this approach has been used in other contexts—for example [4] use
preimages of their incremental kPCA basis as a sketch—we have not seen it
proposed as an explicit solution to the Nyström sketch learning problem. We
consequently propose this technique as a “straw hat” approach to solving the
sketch learning problem (details Algorithm 2). However, in Section 5, we exhibit
several instances where a direct solution to the Nyström sketch learning problem
via Algorithm 1 results in a more descriptive Nyström sketch. Furthermore the
online and robust extensions to Algorithm 1 introduced in Sections 4.4 and 4.5
are not directly transferable to the preimage approach.

Algorithm 2 A preimage based solution to the Nyström sketch learning problem.
Input Mercer kernel k(·, ·), input data X, and sketch size m
Output Approximate optimal Nyström sketch R ∈ Rd×m
Initialize: Run kPCA to compute the bases {V1 , . . . , Vm } of the kPCA space of
dimension m.
Apply a preimage algorithm, such as [17], to each Vi independently, resulting in m
sketch elements, di = preimage(Vi ).

Algorithm 3 A stochastic gradient descent based solution to the online Nyström
sketch learning problem (4).
Input Mercer kernel k(·, ·), input data X, sketch size m, and batch size b
Output Optimal Nyström sketch R ∈ Rm×d
Initialize stage: Let R be the first m elements observed of X.
Solve (4) using stochastic gradient descent over the next b observed data elements,
{xi , . . . , xi+b }.

4.4

Online algorithm

In addition to the batch formulation in Algorithm 1, we also propose two explicit
extensions that are useful in online and noisy contexts.
First, by design, a least squares solver will need to revisit each data point
repeatedly, which becomes costly as the data set grows. While Algorithm 1 can
be used for small- to medium-sized data sets, it does not scale to very large
datasets. To address this problem we modify Algorithm 1 to use a stochastic
gradient descent (SGD) method, resulting in Algorithm 3. We explore how this
algorithm performs on large data sets (large enough that the Gram matrix can’t
be explicitly formed, making the approach in Algorithm 2 untenable) by comparing to current state-of-the-art kernel approximation techniques such as Random
Kitchen Sinks [15, 16] and Fastfood [9]. We are able to demonstrate using the
same sized dictionaries that the proposed optimal Nyström sketch obtains a
smaller projection error on an unseen test set than these state-of-the-art kernel
approximation techniques.
4.5

Robust online algorithm

A second extension is the use of an alternative loss to least-squares, possibly
biasing the solution for certain desirable properties. Because the batch and online
algorithms can use gradient descent methods instead of least squares methods, it
is possible extend the underlying model to be something other than an `2 -norm
loss. One particular loss of interest in data mining is the least-absolute-deviations
or `1 -norm loss, which has some nice properties, such as being more robust to
outliers than the `2 -norm loss. Other work has adapted batch kPCA to use
`1 -norm loss, for example [28] developed an algorithm to solve for the kPCA
basis using an `1 -norm loss which yields a subspace basis which characterizes

Algorithm 4 A gradient descent based solution to the robust Nyström sketch
learning problem (9).
Input Mercer kernel k(·, ·), input data X, sketch size m, batch size b, and regularization 
Output Optimal Nyström sketch R ∈ Rm×d
Initialize stage: Let R be the first m elements observed of X.
Apply (stochastic) gradient descent to find the optimal parameter R to the
least-absolute-deviations problem in (9) after observing b new data elements
{xi , . . . , xi+b }.

the primary signal in the data more than the outliers. We propose the following
modified projection error,

Erkpca (R) =
≈

n
1X
k(I − Vp VpT )φ(xi )k1
n i=1
n
1 Xp
k(xi , xi ) − k(R, xi )T k(R, R)−1 k(R, xi ) + 
n i=1

(9)

where the approximation is valid as  → 0. This approximation is (i) differentiable for  > 0 and (ii) allows for evaluation using the kernel trick. The derivative
of (9) with respect to the sketch can be calculated as in Section 4. To compute
solutions of (9), we propose a gradient descent based method in the batch setting
or SGD in the online setting, as detailed in Algorithm 4.

5

Experiments

We ran several experiments to explore how well the proposed Nyström sketch
learning strategy works compared to current state-of-the-art methods in Nyström
coreset selection.
To compare methods in batch mode, we generate a simple simulated dataset
of a swirl with outliers, very similar to the swirl data set presented in [28]. This
synthesized dataset facilitates exploring and visualizing the performance of the
various selection techniques, including the effects of the robust loss function. For
a view of real-world data, we also compared the batch algorithms on a subsample
of the large forest cover data set from th UCI repository [10].
To compare the methods in an online setting, we use the forest cover, cpu,
and two gas datatsets, gas-CO and gas-methane from the UCI repository [10, 6].
The datasets are large enough that it becomes difficult to compute kPCA exactly,
making Algorithm 1 or Algorithm 2 unusable. Instead we compare to a random
projection based kernel approximation methods. We first ran the proposed algorithm on a training subset, and compare the resulting Nyström approximation
to the current state-of-the-art method for the Gaussian kernels on large data
sets - random Fourier features (RFF) [15]. We note that the proposed method
is learning from the training data while the RFF method is not; this is part of

the point - by learning a small sketch for Nyström approximation, the proposed
method is able to outperform the current state-of-the-art kernel approximation
methods for similar sized sketches.
5.1

Methods

We present results using the least-squares method or lsq (Algorithm 1) using the
preimage method (Algorithm 2), and the stochastic gradient descent method or
sgd (Algorithm 3). For comparison we also include two non-stochastic gradient
based variations on Algorithm 3, the first uses the BFGS method which we refer
to as bfgs, and the second uses a typical first order gradient descent method gd.
For details on the Levenberg-Marquadt method used in lsq, gradient descent, and
the BFGS method we refer the reader to [27]. To compare to the current stateof-the-art kernel approximations, we use the seminal random Fourier features rff
from [15, 16].
The preimage method makes use of the preimage approach in [17], which uses
a fixed-point iteration solver to compute the preimage. We initially evaluated
the preimage approaches in [8] which uses an interpolation of a neighborhood
of points and [23] which combines both methods, but found that [17] performed
best overall on the problems considered.
To compare against Nyström coreset methods we use the well studied uniform random coreset selection method random [5]. Although simple, this method
is a common benchmark for Nyström coreset selection; we include it here for reference to other coreset methods.
5.2

Parameter selection
kx −x k2

We specifically present examples using the Gaussian kernel, k(x1 , x2 ) = 12σ22 2 ,
because of it’s universal use and to demonstrate that even on problems where the
feature space has high curvature and infinite feature size our method performs
well. The parameter σ for the synthetic swirl data set was chosen small enough
“spread out” the curve as a line in feature space. For the other datasets σ was
selected according to the average inter-point distance of the data set, specific
parameters are in Table 1.
For each dataset we estimated the number of kPCA components, p, needed to
capture 90% of the kPCA spectral energy and set that as the smallest Nyström
sketch. We then explore sketches of that size and larger, m ≥ p.
5.3

Optimal Nyström sketch learning

The first experiment used a synthetic swirl dataset. This type of dataset is
interesting in an unsupervised case, because it provides some view into how well
the method is learning the (obvious) structure in the data. We generated a swirl
with some clear outlier data in a way similar to [28], specifically we sample from
the following region uniformly,
{(0.07γ + α)(cos γ, sin γ) : α ∈ [0, 0.1], γ ∈ [0, 6π]},
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Fig. 1. Results running the various solution methods in batch mode on a synthesized
swirl dataset. Top row and bottom left figures are visualizations comparing the sketch
and coreset selection for each method. Bottom right figure is a plot of the projection
error of each method.

as well as uniformly from a square region off to the side to provide some indication
on the effect of obvious outliers on the result. We sample a total of 1000 points
with 10% of those sampled from the outlier region. A summary of attributes for
all data sets used is given in Table 1.
We are specifically interested in how the results change when the restriction
of Nyström coreset selection to a more general Nyström sketch affects results.
We have shown that the optimal Nyström sketch for a linear kernel are the first
p PCA basis vectors. We hypothesize that relaxing the coreset restriction to a
sketch learning problem in the non-linear kernel case also provides an advantage.
We present a visual and quantitative comparison of the Nyström coreset
selection and sketch learning using the random, lsq, and preimage methods on the
swirl data set in Figure 1. The plot of projection error shows that the proposed
lsq approach performs the best for each size of coreset or sketch, and that both
lsq and preimage sketches perform better than the random coreset of the same
size. Visually we can see that each method obtains good coverage of the structure
of the swirl, but lsq places the sketch elements at more strategic locations, for
example the center of the swirl with high curvature area has more samples, while
areas with less curvature have less sampling density.
Note that the random method maintains coreset, ie “in-sample” points, while
the preimage and lsq methods can obtain sketch elements that are “out-ofsample”. We emphasize that this flexibility in sketch learning provides advantages coreset selection when the sketch/coreset is restricted in size.

data set
d
n
√σ
swirl
2 1000
0.10
forest (subsampled) 54 1000 2.59 × 103
cpu-train
21 6554 5.88 × 105
cpu-test
21 819 5.88 × 105
forest-train
54 522910 2.53 × 103
forest-test
54 58102 2.53 × 103
gas-CO-train
16 3708261 6.44 × 103
gas-CO-test
16 500000 6.44 × 103
gas-methane-train 16 3678504 4.68 × 103
gas-methane-test 16 500000 4.68 × 103
Table 1. data sets and parameters
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Fig. 2. Projection error (left) and runtime (right) for various solution methods in batch
mode on a small subsample of the forest cover dataset.

We are also interested in understanding how various methods perform at
solving the optimal Nyström sketch learning problem.
For this we ran a second experiment on a uniformly randomly subsample
of the UCI forest cover data set [10]. We solved for the optimal sketch using
lsq, preimage, random, as well as two gradient descent methods, bfgs and sgd.
The results are plotted in Figure 2. Note that all three solvers for the optimal
formulation, lsq, bfgs, and sgd perform the best for all sketch sizes. It’s interesting
that the preimage method doesn’t perform as well as the sketch size increases.
We also plot the runtime of the various methods. Note that the optimal
solvers also all take the most amount of time, and grow in cost as the sketch
size increases. This indicates that computing an optimal sketch will primarily
be worth the effort for very small sketches. We note that lsq runs faster than
sgd, only because we gave a very loose convergence criteria for lsq (1.0 × 10−3 ),
while sgd must run through the entire data set. The bfgs method had the same
convergence criteria but takes longer than both lsq and sgd.
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A summary of similar results for the forest, gas-CO, and gas-methane datasets, using
sketch of size 4 and 5 (d4 and d5).
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Fig. 4. Results for the gradient-descent-based methods on the robust sketch learning
problem with a synthesized swirl dataset. Compare to Figure 1.

5.4

Online extension

As described previously, using a gradient descent method to solve the leastsquares problem, opens the possibility of using a method like stochastic gradient
descent to extend our model to be used in an online setting, as detailed in
Algorithm 3.
The basic idea is that while observing new data we can continually update
the sketch so that we alway have a very representative Nyström sketch.
To evaluate this idea, we simulated an online setting by splitting the UCI
forest and cpu datasets into a training set and a test set each. Then we run the
sketch learning algorithm on the (large) training set to learn the modified sketch
as we “observe” new data. Since we are interested in using the kPCA in some
kind of dimension reduction or other application, we evaluate the learned sketch
on unseen data (the test set).
Because the datasets in an online setting are potentially very large, methods
that need to revisit each data point repeatedly, like lsq and bfgs, are too slow.

However the sgd method is specifically useful in an online setting. Note that
because the data set is too large for direct decomposition, the preimage method
cannot be used on a dataset that large. Consequently we compare the sgd method
with the current state-of-the-art in kernel approximation using rff, for the online
setting.
The results of this experiment for the cpu dataset are shown in Figure 3 (left).
Note that while the sgd was trained over a large training data set (cpu-train), the
rff method doesn’t require any training. Consequently projection error for the
rff consists of projecting the data point onto the preselected random directions,
taking the inner product, and then computing a difference with exact kernel
inner product. Because the sgd method is trained on the same distribution of
data and computes an approximate optimal sketch, it performs better for all
sketch sizes evaluated.
The results on the forest, gas-CO, and gas-methane datasets are summarized
in Figure 3 (right). This plot summarizes the projection error for the three
datasets using the rff, sgd, and the `1 version of sgd. Each method was evaluated
on a sketch of size 4 or 5, as indicated.
Again these experiments specifically point out the advantage of using a
learned sketch and the Nyström approximation over using a random basis of
the same size. While random projection methods excel when the basis size is
very large, for very small sketches the Nyström approximation obtains a better
projection error, as shown here.
5.5

Robust extension

We ran similar experiments using the robust extension described in Algorithm 4.
The results for the swirl dataset are shown in Figure 4. Note that compared
to the least-squares results in Figure 1 (especially lsq), the robust formulation
places fewer sketch elements in the outlier section of the swirl data set. This
is an important effect caused by the use of the `1 norm, reducing the effect of
outliers on the sketch learning.
We also used the robust extension in an online setting on the gas-CO and
gas-methane datasets, with results in Figure 3 (right). Note how in the gas-CO
case the `1 result improved on the `2 result, while in the gas-methane dataset
the results were similar to the `2 results. This real world example illustrates one
case where a robust result improved generalization for the gas-CO dataset.

6

Conclusion

We introduced a novel out-of-sample dictionary learning method, and shown that
it better describes the data than current state-of-the-art methods; in particular
for the same sized-dictionaries, the proposed method yields dictionaries with
smaller projection error. We proved that for the linear kernel, the proposed
method gives a dictionary that is equivalent to the PCA subspace of the given
size. We also demonstrated that because of the difficulty in mapping back into

the input space, the proposed method for finding the optimal dictionary performs
better than the pre-image of the kPCA subspace basis.
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